
1. CIRCULAR

TRASHBONDING IN CHINA
17-25. October 2020

International cleanup action of our caving community & friends 
at the sacred Songshan mountains, Dengfeng, China
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We have only one planet - and only one water.

Yet we are divided by borders, politics, language, wealth, religion ... 
and sadly but nevertheless - race.

 
In nature, all of these factors disappear.

 
During our international cleaning actions, 

we once again come together as one race - 
the human race.

We deeply feel the spirit that connects all people around the world, 
the same that connects humanity to nature. 

And we become one family - 
a family taking care of our Mother Earth. 

PLANET B IS FAR, FAR AWAY  01

The White Swiss shepherd has become - because of his white
color - symbol of purity, preparedness to protect what he

loves, deep affection and wolf-like connection with nature -
an emblem of the Guardians of the Earth movement.



Although our action in China was planned for March and already fully prepared, 
we made a difficult yet wise decision and - due to the coronavirus outbreak - 

moved the action to October - a beautiful month to experience Songshan mountains. 

Safety first.

CN ACTION UPDATE
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Speleoclubs Križna cave from Sl and Planivy from CZ celebrating “Cavers New Year” at Križna cave, Dec 27-31th. 2019 ... 

and cleaning the Sava river on the New Year’s Eve, December 31th. 2019. 

We never back down

To follow our decision to organise two actions per year (spring & autumn),
we will organise a cleanup action at the Sava river in Slovenia (March 28-30th.) with the following goals: 

1. to inspire unity and collaboration between caving families from CZ, SK, PL, HU, HR, SI, BG and SRB.   
2. to prevent as much trash as possible to reach the Danube river and the Black sea. 

3. to involve and educate youth - our kids. 
4. to make new material for the film about trashbonding.

5. to improve our organising skills and train for China. 
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Dear friends,
 

I heartily invite you to join our International cleaning action at the sacred Songshan mountains -
the biggest positive story of uniting nations - 

and the most unforgettable (we’ll do our best to be) week you can possibly experience.

You will find out that China is an amazing country and that Chinese people are exceptionally 
warm, friendly - and funny. Although we don’t understand each other - 

we all laugh in the same language.

Traveling 8 times half way across the world to organise an International cleaning action is no piece of cake. 
Although I’ve organised three smaller actions in China already - in April & November 2018 and March 2019, 

I’m now little nervous. So many things can go wrong - but I decided they just won’t!

Although our action was already prepared for March 2020, we had to cancel it due to the coronavirus outbrake.
But we never back down. We’re the unstoppable Guardians and we will now organise it in October.

Please take a look at this circular, action & sponsor plan and the website: www.guardians-earth.org

Digest everything you see and read, 
think about it for a day or two then go back and look again ... 

You’ll see more the second time.
You may even come up with some questions, if you do, then ask them.

I’m at your disposal for whatever you may need.

Bogdan Kladnik - Bogdi 

INVITATION
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ORGANISERS

Speleoclub Planivy (CZECH REPUBLIC)
Representative: Tomas Roth
E-mail: tomas.roth@aquatis.cz

Speleoclub Papp Ferenc (HUNGARY)
Representative: Gabor Marko
E-mail: magvacska@gmail.com

Speleoclub Križna cave (SLOVENIA)
Representative: Bogdan Kladnik
E-mail: bogdan@kladnik.net

Guardians of the Earth
Representative: Mr. Bogdan Kladnik
E-mail: bogdan@kladnik.net
P: +386 70 641 013 
FB: Bogdy Kladnik
Wechat: Bogdan Kladnik, Slovenia

Shaolin Combat school
Representative: Shi Yanzi
E-mail: info@shaolintempleuk.org

Chinese Committee on Speleology,
Asian Union of Speleology
Representative: Zhang Hai
E-mail: zhangyuanhai@karst.ac.cn

ZhongYuan Adventure Rescue team
Representative: Wang Xigou
E-mail: 306190039@qq.com

ORGANISERS IN CHINA

CO-ORGANISERS IN CHINA

ORGANISERS IN EUROPE
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‘Guardians of the Earth’ and ‘Trashbonding in China’ are led by speleoclubs Križna cave (Slovenia), Plánivy (Czech Republic), 
Papp Ferenc (Hungary) and ZhongYuan Adventure Rescue team (China).

Union Internationale de Spéléologie, European Speleological Federation, Asian Union of Speleology, 
Chinese Geological Society and Chinese Committee on Speleology.
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The International cleanup action of our caving community in China is encouraged & supported by:

 06ORGANISATION & SUPPORT



PARTICIPANTS

PARTICIPANTS
150-200 outdoor enthusiasts (mostly cavers) from EU/world
50+ cavers from China
50 students from Shaolin Combat school
Hundreds of Chinese volunteers from Henan province

OPTIONAL
30 Shaolin Temple kungfu monks
20 Kungfu masters from Shaolin Temples worldwide
30-50,000 Kungfu students

PARTICIPATING COUNTRIES
China, Slovenia, Austria, Czech Republic, Poland, Slovakia, Hungary, Romania, Bulgaria, Greece, Croatia, Serbia, 
Israel, Iran, Lebanon, Italy, USA, Switzerland, Belgium, France, Portugal, Spain, England, Germany, India, Cyprus, 
Estonia, Sweden, Ireland, Latvia, Lithuania, Peru, Brasil, Malaysia ...

OUR GOAL
30 countries, team of five from each country.
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LOCATION

CHINA (Chinese: 中国; pinyin: Zhōngguó; lit. “Middle Kingdom” or “Central State”)

Officially the PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF CHINA (PRC) 中华人民共和国

The third largest country in the world (after Russia and Canada) with 9,6 M km2
The world’s most populous country (population 1,4+ B)
The oldest living civilization with 3,500 years of written history

HENAN
Henan province is widely regarded as the Cradle of Chinese civilization.
Area 167.000 km2, population 100 M
Capital Zhengzhou, population 10 M

 

DENGFENG
Our final destination
Small Chinese village with a population of 1M
Located at the foot of Mount Song, one of the most sacred mountains in China
Also known as the spiritual Centre of Heaven and Earth
 

DISTANCE
Vienna (Austria) - Zhengzhou = 7,700 km by plane, more on foot
Zhengzhou - Beijing = 650 km
Zhengzhou - Dengfeng = 66 km
Dengfeng - Songshan mountains = 5 km
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PLANNING THE JOURNEY

The logistics first looks like a nightmare, as we are coming from all corners of the globe. 
It is almost impossible to arrive and depart (to & from China) at the same time. 

The majority of Chinese cavers, Kungfu disciples and volunteer groups can join us over both weekends = 
17/18. + 24/25. October. At least one (ideally three) of these days we should all work together. 
Here are some info to help you planning:

FLIGHT TIME & PRICE

From Vienna (VIE), Austria - Zhengzhou (CGO, our final flight destination) = 16-20h   (price = 423 - 544 EUR)
Other (I checked Madrid, London, New York, Tel Aviv, Sofia) = 17-25h   (price = 486 - 695 EUR)

ACTUAL TRAVELING TIME NEEDED

Traveling to China = 1,5 days (for example you start Thursday evening from VIE, arrive Friday evening to CGO)
Traveling back from China = 1 day (you depart Sunday morning from CGO, arrive Sunday late evening to VIE)

DATE & FLIGHTS

17. - 25. October 2020

October 2020
15   16   17   18   19   20   21   22   23   24   25   26   27       

DEPARTUREARRIVAL CLEANUP ACTION
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THURSDAY 15.10. - SUNDAY 25.10.

Departure VIE (15.10.):    18.55h
Arrival CGO    (16.10.):    17.10h
Flight time:                     16,15h

Departure CGO (25.10.):   08.10h
Arrival VIE           (25.10.):   22.40h
Flight time:                       21,30h

Price:                                486 EUR

FRIDAY 16.10. - SUNDAY 25.10.

Departure VIE (16.10.):   09.20h
Arrival CGO    (17.10.):   11.40h
Flight time:                    20,20h

Departure CGO (25.10.):   08.10h
Arrival VIE           (25.10.):   22.40h
Flight time:                        21,30h

Price:                                 544 EUR

SATURDAY 17.10. - MONDAY 26.10.

Departure VIE (17.10.):   18.55h
Arrival CGO    (18.10.):    17.10h
Flight time:                     16,15h

Departure CGO (26.10.):   07.20h
Arrival VIE           (26.10.):   22.40h
Flight time:                        22,20h

Price:                                 512 EUR

TO HELP YOU PLAN

FLIGHT EXAMPLES FOR VIENNA, AUSTRIA

VIENNA = VIE

ZHENGZHOU = CGO

IDEAL & OPTIONS

      IDEAL:  you start Thursday 15.10., arrive Friday 16.10., working together 17/18.10. + 24.10., you leave Sunday 25.10. (or later).

OPTION 1:  you start Friday 16.10., arrive Saturday 17.10., working together 18.10. + 24.10., you leave Sunday 25.10. (or later).

OPTION 2:   you start Saturday 17.10., arrive Sunday 18.10. (in this case you miss the first and best party plus you walk 66 km 

                     by foot - backwards - to Dengfeng:), working together 24.10., you leave Sunday 25.10. (or later).
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October 2020
15   16   17   18   19   20   21   22   23   24   25   26   27       

DEPARTUREARRIVAL



CHINA ACTION PLAN (based on arrival Friday evening and sunny weather:)

Friday, 16.10. 
All participants arrive to Zhengzhou in the evening, bus to hotel in Dengfeng.

Saturday/Sunday, 17-18.10. 
Meeting of all teams in the morning, joint cleaning actions in Shaoshi mountains and canyons (6-8h/day).

Monday 19.10. 
Exploring China.

Tuesday, 20.10. 
Meeting of all teams in the morning, cleanup action in Taishi mountains and Luya waterfall gorge.

Wednesday 21.10. 
Exploring China.

Thursday 22.10. 
Meeting of all teams in the morning, cleanup action in Taishi mountains and Prince valley.

Friday 23.10. 
Exploring China.

Saturday, 24.10. 
The last joint cleaning action in the morning with Chinese cavers, Chinese volunteer groups and Kungfu students.
Resting, partying, photographing, filming ... everything on -ing ... in the afternoon.

Sunday (or later), 25.10. 
Bus/taxi to airport, departure

ALL EVENINGS:
 
Meetings, film and photo presentations, befriending, planning joint expeditions and cleanup actions, socializing ... 
   

TRASHBONDING PLAN  11



TRASHBONDING VISUAL PLAN

Team meetingsCleanup actions

Exploring China Meetings, presentations, socializing ...

15/16.10.    17.10.     18.10.     24.10.     25.10.     19.10.     20.10.     21.10.     22.10.     23.10.     

Arrival 
to China

Departure 
from China

Shaoshi
mountains

Shaoshi
mountains

Exploring
China

Exploring
China

Taishi
mountains,
Prince 
valley

Exploring
China

Last action
for group
photos

Taishi
mountains,
Luya 
waterfall
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During our cleanup actions you will experience Chinese nature - the famous Songshan mountains, canyons and waterfalls. 
During evenings you will experience the warm Chinese hospitality.
And with our program EXPLORING CHINA we will introduce you as much of ancient Chinese culture as possible:
Visiting the world-renowned Shaolin Temple, as well as other Buddhist, Taoist and Confucionist temples, Ancient astronomical observatory, the oldest 
brick pagoda in China, ancient trees, Damo cave, Longmen Grottoes, Henan museum ...
Be prepared not to sleep for a week (tested on our previous actions, you can sleep on planes:).

EXPLORING CHINA  13



The additional program is not 100% yet (and will, like everything in China, never be), but I am working on it.

1. SHAOLIN ZEN MUSIC RITUAL usually starts to perform end of March, but it depends on weather and water (crucial part of the show).
If they will perform per schedule, visiting it is a must - an unforgettable experience (Wednesday, Thursday or Friday evening).
2. SHAOLIN TEMPLE
I know Abbot Shi YongXin and Shaolin monks well, and Abbot fully supports our idea, but you never know in advance if they are all 
in Shaolin Temple when you need them.
3. SHI YANZI
This part is already confirmed. 

SHAOLIN ZEN MUSIC RITUAL
This magnificent performance was created by many experts all over the world and is performed in Daixian Gorge near Dengfeng.
The entire performance area covers an area of 5 square km, with the world’s biggest lights system that has over 2,800 lights controlled 
by computers, stretching along Mt. Songshan from the foot to the summit at 1,400 metres, making it the world’s largest outdoor 
performance stage. It skilfully combines Zen Buddhism music, martial arts displayed by about 600 shaolin monks, and dance by local 
shepherdesses with modern sound and light technologies, offering a feast to both the eyes and ears.

SHAOLIN TEMPLE
Meeting Shaolin Temple Abbot Shi YongXin.
Special Shaolin Kungfu show just for us. 
Photographing with Shaolin Temple warrior monks.

SHIFU SHI YANZI
Shi Yanzi is one of the greatest Shaolin Kungfu masters and one of the co-organisers of our action. 
He will lead a special workshop just for us to teach us an ancient Qi gong breathing technique (long forbidden in China). 
And if you don’t obey Shifu Bogdi during the whole action, you will also get a free round with Shi Yanzi in the ring (unforgetabble experience).

ADDITIONAL PROGRAM  14



Our cleaning actions are carefully planned and have already been tested three times in China 
(and up till now - they have all been financed out of our ever empty pockets):

Organizers: Guardians of the Earth (GOE), Cave Rescue China (CRC), Shaolin Combat school (SCS), CTS Shao Lin Song Shan Cultural Tourism CO. 

11stepstep

Location: Leijia Gou village, Dengfeng 
Date: 20. April 2018
Organizers: GOE & SCS
Participants: Shi Yanzi, 52 Kungfu students, 2 climbers from Slovenia (Bogdan Kladnik and Gaber Bregant)

Goals: to check the cleaning equipment, our efficiency & how to motivate youth

Location: Songshan mountains, Dengfeng 
Date: 2-7. November 2018
Organizers: GOE, CRC & CTS 
Participants: 11 cavers from Cave rescue team China, 2 cavers from Slovenia (Bogdan Kladnik and Iztok Cencič)

Goals: to check the technique and difficulties of cleaning in vertical walls and canyons

Location: Shaolin Scenic spot, Dengfeng 
Date: 3-10. March 2019
Organizers: GOE, SCS & CTS 
Participants: 50+ cavers from Cave rescue teams China, 2 cavers from Slovenia (Bogdan Kladnik and Iztok Cencič), 
2 canyoneers from Austria (Ines Walch and Klaus Fankhauser)

Goals: To test the international cooperation before we go big.

22  stepstep

33  stepstep

APRIL 2018
DONE

NOVEMBER 2018
DONE

MARCH 2019
DONE

STEP BY STEP  15



CLEAN UP AREAS

SHAOSHI  MOUNTAINS  
Most of our cleaning activity will be held in the majestic Shaoshi mountains.
Easily accessible with a modern Doppelmayr cablecar plus 15, 35 and 60 min of walking to cleaning areas.
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SHAOSHI  MOUNTAINS  
The vertical walls are the most interesting part of our cleaning action. Accessible in 15 min from the cablecar, 
easy abseiling directly from the mountain path 50-100m down (and then up of course). A good training in great surroundings.

CLEAN UP AREAS  17



XIANGGOU CANYON  
I hardly wait to visit this dry canyon again. Accessible in 35 min from the cablecar, then about 6h of cleaning, 
walking and easy climbing down to the valley.

CLEAN UP AREAS  18



LIANNV POND, SHAOSHI MOUNTAINS 
Up with the cablecar and then 25 min down the stairs to the beginning of the canyon. Short, beautiful, with up to 60 
m high waterfalls - to experience your first canyoning in China!

CLEAN UP AREAS  19



PRINCE VALLEY & LUYA WATERFALLS, TAISHI MOUNTAINS  
A beautiful valley with an ancient temple and amazing rocks (cleaning action on 8th March 2019).
Mountain path to Luya waterfalls (checking the area in July 2019).

CLEAN UP AREAS  20



GOALS

1. TO CLEAN
The main goal is to help our Chinese friends thoroughly clean the Songshan mountains and establish a “no trash” tourist zone.
They are experts - well trained and well equiped - but such work is better done in a great company. 

2. TO SHOW
With our “gathering of nations” we will show that water connects us all. 
No matter where in the world we start, it’s the same water - and we are all in this situation together. 

3. TO MAKE
To make an example and a model for International cleaning actions which can be used anywhere in the world. 
We will organise similar actions twice per year (March and November). Your country can be next. 

4. TO PROMOTE
To promote our actions worldwide - with photos, exhibitions, lectures, articles, books, films.
The first book about all cleaning actions from 2017-2019 is already prepared, now we will update it.
The first film about all cleaning actions from 2017-2019 is already in work, now we can finish it.

5. TO SPREAD
The world needs big positive stories. And this is a BIG and POSITIVE story. 
With it we will spread hope that different nations can unite, work together and help each other. 

6. TO ...
To befriend, to make useful contacts, to share knowledge about cave and mountains rescue, to organise future international 
cave expeditions, to learn how to attract sponsors, to have fun, to party, to watch the first version of the film, to learn how to photograph and 
film cleaning actions, to learn how to survive 7 days without sleeping, to learn how to eat with Chinese chopstiks, to communicate (= hug) and 
laugh in different languages ... 
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STORY BEHIND THE IDEA

Almost all countries on Earth face the same problem regarding the polluted waters. My friends from different countries would also like to make 
such cleanup actions, but it is simply a lot of work. Now the concept - how to organise such actions and how to get sponsors - is done. It took 
me twelve years to make a few models, test everything and many mistakes to come to this point, but its done. 

It’s not perfect, but usable. We will test it in China and upgrade/finish it together with teams from all participating countries at the end of the 
October action. And we will decide which country will organise it next. 

After October, each following action will then be easier. We will put the whole concept, as well as template letters for sponsors and media, 
as a blueprint/open source (as PDF, open Indesign files) on the website and it will be available to all our caving community.

The next organisers will only have to change the title of the action, location, timeline, goals ... the rest can stay the same or is only slightly 
changed. And they will already have the promotion film, project books, contacts with sponsors, media and other cleaning teams. And we will 
help with the organisation as much as we can. It is our wish and goal to organise such actions twice per year, each time in another country.

And to answer you the possible - and reasonable - question, why so much work with organising international actions if we could do domestic 
ones much easier? From the beginning of my work I am following the wisdom of Nelson Mandela who said (simplified version): 

“If you want to make a big change, facts alone are not enough. You have to make a story. 
You will win if you will tell your story better than the others”.

So, in order to make a change ... we have to make the biggest possible positive story! I believe that uniting 30+ countries in China is a world 
class story - and only with such a story we can spread our idea of preserving nature worldwide.

One of the most important parts on all our cleanup actions will be to make great photos, books, films, exhibitions and articles - which will also 
help with recognition of our caving community that we rightfully deserve.

Bogdan Kladnik - Bogdi
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APPLICATION

Our first teams:
Cavers from China (left), Czech Republic & Slovenia (middle) and Hungary (right)

Formal application

There will be a formal application on the project’s website at the end of February, but for the time 

being, please send me (asap, that we can start forming teams) your interest - or any questions on my email:

E: bogdan@kladnik.net
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But not quite. 

This is the end of the first circular. 

I need a brake - and if you succeeded to read it through - you do too:)

Coming next (end of February):

1. About Songshan mountains and the Centre of Heaven and Earth.

2. Can I eat with stolen plastic cutlery from the plane instead of chopsticks to avoid starvation?

3. How many thousand Chinese signs do I have (= meaning you) to learn till March? 

4. Who is Bogdi, the crazy guy writing all these stuff?

5. How many members can be in one team (from one country)?

6. Drinking habbits in China versus drunken habits in Europe.

7. Do I have to shave my head to be beautiful as Bogdi and the Shaolin monks?

....

and the MOST important stuff:

How the heck will we raise funds for the action?

Bogdan Kladnik - Bogdi

THE END 
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United we stand, divided we fall
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